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Structure and magnetism in RNi1−xCuxAl (R = Er, Dy) compounds
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Abstract

Results of crystal and magnetic structure study of DyNi1−xCuxAl quasiternary compounds are presented and discussed in context with
results of previous investigations of analogous compounds with Tb and Er. This allows to draw conclusions with more general validity for this
type of materials with heavy rare earths showing common anomalies of lattice parameters (a andc) and evolution of magnetism with respect
to the composition of the Ni,Cu sublattice. The opposite steps in thea(x) andc(x) dependences compensate and have no effect on the lattice
volume. On the other hand, these anomalies yield discontinuity of thec/a concentration dependence and manifest existence of a “forbidden”
c/a ratio aroundc/a (≈0.56–0.57) in RTX compounds with the hexagonal ZrNiAl structure. The loss of magnetic long-range order, which is
generally observed aroundx = 0.8, is not coupled with the structure anomaly but the number of 3d electrons in the Ni, Cu sublattice seems to
b
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. Introduction

The RNiAl and RCuAl compounds belong to a large
roup of the RTX compounds (R = rare-earth, T = transition
etal, X = p-metal) crystallizing in the ZrNiAl-type hexago-
al structure (space group No. 189). This structure consists
f two types of basal plane layers alternating along thec-
xis: one containing all the rare-earth atoms and one-third of

he transition-metal atoms, and second, a nonmagnetic layer
ormed by all the p-metal and the rest of the T-atoms. Mag-
etic properties and structures have been found complex in
any of these materials (eg.[1,2]). Majority of the RNiAl

ompounds are antiferromagnets (AF), whereas the RCuAl
nalogs are usually ferromagnetic (F) in low temperatures.

In the pseudo-ternary TbNi1−xCuxAl [3], the transition
rom antiferromagnetism to ferromagnetism (Tb moments
re parallel to thec-axis both in TbNiAl and TbCuAl) hap-
ens already with quite small Cu substitution for Ni, how-
ver in the concentration region ofx ∈ (0.6;0.8) no long-range
agnetic order (LRO) was indicated. In the ErNi1−xCuxAl

series, the parent compounds exhibit not only diffe
type of magnetic order but also different magnetocrysta
anisotropy. In particular, the Er moments locked in the b
plane are arranged antiferromagnetically in ErNiAl whe
ferromagnetism with Er moments along thec-axis holds in
ErCuAl. Consequently, a more complex AF–F transition
been observed within the ErNi1−xCuxAl series in the concen
tration range ofx ∈ (0.2; 0.4). In this region, a commensur
propagation vector (1/2 0 1/2) with an incommensurate
one (1/2 0q), q < 0.5 coexist, and the Er magnetic mom
rotates from basal plane to thec-axis with increasing Cu con
centration. Lack of LRO and signs of short-range order (S
were also found in the concentration interval ofx ∈ (0.6; 0.8)
[4]. In this work, we present results of powder neutron diff
tion experiments performed on selected the DyNi1−xCuxAl
compounds and discuss in a common context with the a
mentioned phenomena in order to get a more general sce
of physics of all these pseudoternaries. DyNiAl exhibits
romagnetic order with moments parallel to thec-axis below
the ordering temperatureTord and additional AF compone
arranged within the basal plane, which emerges below
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 221911457; fax: +420 224911061.
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other phase-transition temperatureT1 < Tord [5]. Since the
magnetization as a function of temperature and magnetic field
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Fig. 1. Structure discontinuity observed in DyNi1−xCuxAl and
ErNi1−xCuxAl series.

appears to be very similar both for DyNiAl and DyCuAl se-
ries, analogous evolution of magnetic structures in the two
compounds can be also expected[6].

2. Crystal structure

The X-ray diffraction studies on the Er- and Dy-based
series revealed an abrupt change of lattice parameters—
observed forx within the intervals (0.5, 0.6) and (0.3, 0.4),
respectively (Fig. 1). The step observed at room tempera-
ture (X-ray data) persists down to the lowest studied temper-
ature (1.6 K—powder neutron diffraction experiment). The
step-like changes ofa andc are of opposite sign leaving the
unit cell volume unaffected, following the Vegard’s law. The
abruptc/a change is probably connected with different intra-
plane and inter-planar chemical bonding. Comparison with
crystallographic data for other isostructural RTX compounds
implies an idea of a “forbidden”c/a ratio ofc/a ≈ 0.56–0.57.
The a(x) andc(x) discontinuity is shifted to lower Cu con-
centrations with increasing the extent ion-radius (i.e. when
spanning the rare-earth series from Er to Tb). By extrapolat-
ing the above mentioned evolution to Tb-case the possible
anomaly already falls beyondx = 0.0, which is confirmed by
experiment[3].
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Fig. 2. The difference patterns between the lowest measured temperature
1.6 K and the paramagnetic state for compounds withx = 0.8 and 1.0. The
data for DyCuAl are shifted for better view.

SRO were found with strongest suppression of magnetic or-
dering forx = 0.8 (seeFig. 2). Our powder neutron diffraction
measurements showed only one ferromagnetic phase below
Tord down toT = 1.6 K for x = 0.9 and 1.0.

4. Discussion

The structural discontinuity seems to be rather a con-
sequence of geometrical properties and chemical-bonding
forces, since this effect is present in both—the paramagnetic
and ordered state. The shift of thec/a ratio through the
lanthanide period in the periodic table is systematic with
respect to rare-earth atomic radius.

Evolution of magnetic behavior within the substituted
series is nontrivial. The question arisen during our studies
of Er- and Dy-based systems about relation of structural
and magnetic anomalies can be answered now. The tran-
sition from AF to F and change of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy occur independently on structure discontinuity
(the c/a step), that could have only minor influence e.g.
on crystal-field parameters. Since the LRO is lost in all
studied systems at the same Cu-concentration, the number
of 3d electrons in the Ni, Cu sublattice seems to be the
crucial parameter here, and neither the structural anomaly
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. Magnetism

The magnetic phase diagrams of the RNi1−xCuxAl com-
ounds were found to be quite complex when substitutin

or Ni [3,4]. For the DyNi1−xCuxAl compounds, two mag
etic phases – AF belowTord and additional F belowT1 < Tord
were found forx ≤ 0.2. An IC propagation of the AF pha
as found also in this series in a narrow concentration re
roundx = 0.4. A commensurate propagation of AF orde

hen present again up tox = 0.6. Only one magnetic phase w
bserved forx ≥ 0.4. For samples withx ∈ (0.6; 0.9), signs o
or the rare-earth element species play considerable r
his effect. Already the rather low magnetic temperat
f the RNi1−xCuxAl compounds indicate that the indire
KKY-type exchange interactions are mainly responsibl
agnetic order in these materials. A question arises ho

tinerant 3d electrons brought in the system by Ni enter in
xchange interaction game. One scenario proposed by E
t al.[3] considers an exchange interaction mediated b

ransition-metal free 3d electrons competing with the RK
nteraction[3]. Result of this competition may be the fru
rated state for certain composition of the (Ni,Cu) sublat
nother approach may be to include the itinerant 3d elec
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Fig. 3. The enhanced tendency to incommensurate propagation with de-
creasing free f-electron states. Data for another than Dy-based series were
taken from refs.[3]—Tb, [5,6]—Ho, [4]—Er, [7]—Tm. The remarks have
following meaning: AF, antiferromagnetic order; AF. . .IC, antiferromag-
netic with incommensurate propagation; F + AF, coexistence of AF and F
in sense of different parts of sample; SR, signs of short-range order; F, fer-
romagnetic order. If there are two marks on one position – e.g. for F and
AF in DyNi0.8Cu0.2Al sample – there are two coexisting components of the
ordered moment (different from F + AF!).

to the overall balance of conduction electrons mediating the
R–R exchange interaction (in fact the RKKY-type).

There is one more aspect of evolution of magnetic order
with varying the composition of the (Ni,Cu) sublattice. The
incommensurate (IC) propagation in Er-based system was
found in range ofx ∈ (0.2; 0.4). In the Dy-based series, we
found it in a quite narrower region and in the Tb-based com-
pounds already no incommensurate propagation at all has
been observed[3]. On the other hand, there is IC propagation
in TmCuAl [7]. The IC propagation was also reported for
compounds from the opposite end of the lanthanide group,

PrNiAl and NdNiAl[5]. One can see the tendency when span-
ning the lanthanide group in the periodic table of elements
shown inFig. 3 suggesting that the IC propagation is con-
nected with the occupancy of the 4f-electron shell, i.e. com-
pounds having R-element with either almost empty or almost
full f-electron shell.
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